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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS NO.ELRS/SMI/186
1. Title :

Bonded rubber sandwitch mounting for nose suspension of Traction Motors.

2. Application : 
All Electric Locomotives fitted with Traction Motors type TAO-659/HS-

1050 Er/HS 15250A.

3. Object :   
Railways have reported few cases of premature failure of nose suspension 
bonded  rubber  sandwich  mounting  of  Traction  Motors.  The  premature 
failures of bonded rubber sandwich mounting of Traction Motors are due to :

-  Non maintenance of specified clearance between Traction Motor lugs 
and bogie frame lugs.

-  Less overall height of nose suspension unit

-  Failure of bond between rubber and metal parts

-  Mis-alignment of upper and lower metallic plates.

-  Tearing of rubber blocks. 

The  multiple  bonded  sandwich  units  absorb  the  shocks  resulting  due  to 
change of tractive efforts  and vibration  of traction units  while  in  service. 
Hence it  is  essential  to  verify the dimensions  of  sandwich assembly,  gap 
between bogie transom brackets and Traction Motor nose gap whenever the 
Traction Motors are dismantled from bogie either for overhaul purpose or for 
attention  of  service  engineering  problems.

 To  overcome  the  above  problems  and  also  to  improve  the  service 
performance of the Electric Locomotives, this ‘SMI’ is issued and is to be 
followed  as  a  guide  line  for  maintaing  the  specified  dimensions  of 
bonded rubber sandwich assembly for the nose suspension of Traction 
Motors  .  

4. Particulars of sandwich assembly :
S.No. Description        Specified dimension/limit(mm)
Limit            New        Serviceable 

4.1   Free height of sandwich unit 185 + 2    180

4.2   Top and bottom end plates having



      10 mm thick Manganese steel liner            66 + 1.0(each)                65

4.3 Overall free assembled height of 

              sandwich assembly :

- Nominal             317               -
- Max.                     321 310
- Min.             315 -

Keep the element on flat surface and check the misalignment of upper and 
lower plates caused by permanent set of rubber as follows :

a) OFF Set off set of upper and lower metallic plates must not 
exceed 5 mm

b) Parallelism Difference in overall height of element on opposite 
sides must not exceed 3 mm.

5. Particulars of Traction Motors nose dimension between wearing plates :
New dimension 304.8 + 0.75 mm

                      - 0

Condemning dimension 310 mm 

Replace wearing plates if dimensions between them measure 310 mm or 
more.
6. Particulars of dimension between bogie transom wearing plates :

New dimension 304.0 + 0 
                      - 0.75 mm

Condemning dimension 308 mm 



Attend  transom  bracket  wearing  plate  on  priority  if 
dimension  between  them exceed  308  mm,  otherwise  cracks 
start developing in transom bracket.

Note : 
i) The  bonded rubber  sandwich  unit  for  nose  suspension  of   Traction 

Motors  used  on  BG  Electric  Locomotives  should  be  as  per  Indian 
Railway Specification No.IRS R49-1975.

ii) A  cyclic  check  should  be  carried  out  to  ascertain  the  dimensional 
suitability of sandwich unit.

iii) Don't use the sandwich assembly if the overall free assembled height 
exceed the limit as per clause 4.3 above. 

iv) The maximum permanent set of 5 mm should be allowed in the rubber 
block  unit,  hence  the  serviceable  limit  for  the  complete  sandwich 
assembly should be as per clause 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 above.

v) The material of liners of wearing plates of Traction Motor nose, bogie 
transom bracket  and top & bottom end plate  of  sandwich assembly 
should  be  manganese  steel  as  per  JIS  G4106  only  and  finished 
thickness should be 10 mm.

vi) All  the  units  which  have  completed  one  year  of  service  should  be 
tested for load deflection characteristics and value should as per GEL-
1074(copy enclosed). Deflection of sandwich unit under different loads 
must be in between two curves.

vii) The material of top/bottom end support plates of sandwich mounting 
assembly should be spring steel as per JIS G4801

7. Reference Drawing & Specification : 
i) Specification  - IRS R 49-1975

ii) Drawing      - RDSO SKEL. - 4401 (copy enclosed)

iii) Curve       - GEL 1074 (copy enclosed)

8. Periodicity of implementation : 
AOH/IOH/POH



9. Agency of implementation :
i) All Production Unit

ii) All Electric Loco sheds

iii) All Repair/POH Shops

10. Distribution : 
As per list enclosed.

Encl: As Above ( R.K. Kulshrestha )
     for Director General (Elec.)








